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INTRODUCTION
THE LOGO
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Consider these guidelines a
tool to help you make the
right choices when creating
communications—what to do
and what not to do with the
logotype, colors, typography
and other visual elements.
Please use these guidelines
as a reference and reminder
as you work.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION
WHO AND WHAT

What do we stand for?
When we first started on September 15, 1982, Al Neuharth summarized our mission:
“To become a forum for better understanding and unity to help make the
USA truly one nation.”

Experience Principles
These are the five principles that we follow in everything we do at USA TODAY.
They help us to operationalize our story and manifesto through our actions
and behavior.
1. We are everywhere.
			 USA TODAY is from every corner of the union, has an unmatched local and
			 national insight and is available wherever you are: in print, online, on mobile.

2. We are useful.
			 USA TODAY is concise, practical journalism, news you can use. But more than
			 that, USA TODAY provides innovative tools for successful living.

3. We are easily understood.
			 USA TODAY is clear and to-the-point as a news source and as an organization. 			
			 USA TODAY is a visual communicator, a pioneer in data-visualization.

4. We are unbiased.
			 USA TODAY has no agenda, we report the facts and encourage open debate. 			
			 We have integrity in all we do.

5. We are inventive.
			 USA TODAY was born of courageous innovation, a challenge to the status quo. 			
			 This culture thrives in our organization and inspires all our actions.
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INTRODUCTION
MANIFESTO

Manifesto
USA now. The pulse of the nation
Most American news organizations today believe that what they are doing reflects the American
agenda. But in truth, many have their own agenda, one that is far removed from the lives of most
Americans. We believe that the American agenda starts closer to the ground where Americans
from every walk of life live, work, and dream.
We are USA TODAY:
We are from everywhere. We are not from a particular city or a particular coast or a particular
worldview. We’re not New York Today or Washington Today or Hollywood Today. Our net is cast
wider, our vision is broader.
We’re here to help all Americans do their thing. Whatever that is. We flag the stories that matter,
present them as concisely and honestly as we can, and provide tools that let our readers take
action.
We not only tell it, we show it. Americans are busy getting things done. Smart story telling
saves time.
Unbiased isn’t a code for boring. Not having an agenda does not excuse us from being alive and
relevant to the daily needs of our readers.
America is about reinvention. So are we. America is and has always been a set of ideas, stories
and beliefs that are being discussed, tested, and revised daily. We too embrace this philosophy
of re-invention in everything we do.
In the end, our product is not paper or silicon. Our products are understanding and utility. If we
stick to these truths, and innovate against them relentlessly, USA TODAY has a bright future as a
vital resource for everyone.
Because at USA TODAY we’re not trying to bring an imaginary America to life.
We’re trying to help Americans live the life they always imagined.
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BRAND
THE LOGO
RULES
MASTER ENDORSEMENT

The brand identities of all our
assets and properties live under
the same rules as the Masterbrand, USA TODAY. All brand
equity flows from and contributes
to the Masterbrand without
diluting or degrading it through
brand fracture.
No logos or brand identities
that carry the USA TODAY name
can be created without following
the identity system and brand
guidelines laid out within this
document.
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THE LOGO
MASTER ENDORSEMENT

The USA TODAY Masterbrand
logo is the most visible element
of our identity. It is a universal
signature across all USA TODAY
communications. It enables us to
present our identity consistently
across all media.
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THE LOGO
GUIDELINES

Logo Guidelines
Why do I need permission to use the USA TODAY logo?
• To ensure that the USA TODAY logo is used consistently and correctly.
• USA TODAY Brand Marketing must approve all collateral (print, electronic and broadcast).
• If you’d like to use a USA TODAY logo on your website, in an advertisement, in an article or book, or any other
reproduction, you must first receive permission from USA TODAY.

Use only USA TODAY approved artwork when using USA TODAY logos.
• The USA TODAY logo must include the registered trademark (See Section 3.4).
• The Illustrator EPS logo versions must be used for all print applications.
• For all web applications, please contact us for a logo request.

Additional logo guidelines:
• The logo should not appear in body copy. Instead, typeset USA TODAY in the same typeface used in the text
and in all caps.
• Don’t display or use a USA TODAY logo in any manner that implies a relationship or affiliation with, sponsorship,
or endorsement by USA TODAY or that it can be reasonably interpreted to suggest editorial content has been
authored by, or represents the views or opinions of USA TODAY.
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(cont.)

The standards and preferred colors for the USA TODAY logo are as follows:
• 4C on white
• Blue on white
• Black on white
• White reversed out of a solid color
• The 4C USA TODAY master logo is the preferred logo to use.
• Provide as much clear space as possible around the logo. The minimum clear space required around the logo
must equal 1x the cap height of the ‘U’ in USA TODAY.

USA TODAY logo size and placement:
• The minimum USA TODAY Master logo width is 2.53 inches wide.
• The endorsed signature ‘A GANNETT COMPANY’ should never be reproduced smaller than 0.8 inches in total
overall length.
• If the USA TODAY logo is shown with three or more logos, it should be placed in the best position possible.
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THE LOGO
MASTER LOGO

Master Logo

This is USA TODAY’s master logo.
When brought up in conversation,
the blue circle will always be referred
to as the “point.”

The Master Logo should be used in
consumer and business facing materials
whenever possible. It includes a trademark
symbol, “A Gannett Company” and ideally
appears on a white background.

Large Format Master
For extremely large
formats such as billboards,
the TM is removed.

3.3
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CLEARSPACE

Master Logo

Clearspace is defined as the area around
a logo that excludes other graphics and
typography. Clearspace includes the edges
of applications, e.g. the edge of a magazine
or newspaper page.

Use the height of the letter “U” in
“USA TODAY” to determine the width
of the clearspace around the logo.
Be sure to include the trademark
symbol as part of the logo proper.

Logo
Clearspace

Small Master Logo

Small Usage
Co-brand logo

Tertiary Logo
Co-brand logo

3.4
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MASTER
ALTERNATE USAGE

PRINT APPLICATIONS
Alternate forms of the Master Logo for print applications
with and without “A Gannett Company” at smaller sizes
are provided to ensure legibility.
Master Logo
25.7 mm
1 inches

20 mm
0.79 inches

Gannett Endorsement
Minimum Size
The minimum size for the
Gannett Endorsement is
20 mm across.

Minimum Size
In a print application.
Small Master Logo

20 mm
0.79 inches

15 mm
0.59 inches

Minimum Size
In a print application.

Maximum Size
In a print application.

Secondary Logo

If vertical space is limited
to 15 mm, appropriate
clearspace is necessary
(See Section 3.3). This is the
correct logo to use - at this
scale the TM is never used.

12 mm
.475 inches

7.875 mm
.316 inches

Minimum Size
In a print application.

Maximum Size
In a print application.
Tertiary Logo

6.4 mm
.253 inches

Maximum Size
In a print application.

If vertical space is limited
to 25 mm, appropriate
clearspace is necessary
(See Section 3.3). This is
the correct logo to use
with a TM.

4.7 mm
.186 inches

Minimum Size
In a print application.

Only to be used in
extraordinary circumstances where vertical
space is limited to 8 mm,
appropriate clearspace is
necessary (See Section 3.3).
This is the correct logo to
use - at this scale the TM
is never used.

3.4
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DIGITAL APPLICATIONS
Alternate forms of the Master Logo for digital applications with and without
“A Gannett Company” at smaller sizes are provided to ensure legibility.
The trademark is only used with the Master and Small Master Logos.
Master Logo

109 pixels

The minimum vertical
space for the Master Logo
is limited to 149 pixels,
appropriate clearspace is
necessary (See Section 3.3).

Minimum Size
In a digital application.

Small Master Logo

If vertical space is limited
to 109 pixels, appropriate
clearspace is necessary
(See Section 3.3).
50 pixels
Minimum Size
In a digital application.

Secondary Logo

If vertical space is limited
to 50 pixels appropriate
clearspace is necessary
(See Section 3.3).
29 pixels
Minimum Size
In a digital application.

If vertical space is limited
to 28 pixels, appropriate
clearspace is necessary
(See Section 3.3).

Tertiary Logo

17 pixels
Minimum Size
In a digital application.

App Icon / Favicon

41 pixels
.57 inches
14.5 mm

App Icon / Favicon
Minimum Size
In a digital application.
Square formats for icons
require that the logotype
be placed inside the circle.
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The Master Logo App Icon has the
possibility to be used within PRINT
applications - but only in limited forms.
It may exist only in icon form for USA TODAY
marketing and social media advertising.

App Icon
When the USA TODAY App
Icon appears on color, the
most important visual issue
is legibility .

Grayscale Logos
The grayscale value is
50% black for the “point”.
The text is 100% black.

THE LOGO
MASTER
ALTERNATE USAGE
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REVERSE COLOR USAGE

When the USA TODAY Masterbrand logo appears on color
or photography, the most important visual issue is legibility.
The Masterbrand logo should contrast sharply with the
background. For that reason, the Masterbrand logo in blue/
black should always be the first choice to use. Second choice
is the blue/white version. Third choice is white/black. Finally,
as a last resort, the white versions can be used if more
contrast is needed.
Reversed Full Color Logo

Reversed Blue and White Logo
shown on 50% black

shown on 50% black

USA TODAY CORPORATE
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Reversed Knock Out Logo

THE LOGO
REVERSE COLOR USAGE

Reversed White Logo
shown on 50% black

shown on 50% black

3.6
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The masthead logo lives only within
the USA TODAY newspaper. It has a
larger typeface that allows for greater
brand awareness when used in
consumer facing environments.

THE LOGO
MASTHEAD LOGO

This logo is not the same as the USA TODAY
Master logo. They are two completely
different lockups and each is designed for a
specific purpose within USA TODAY’s brand.

Masthead Logos
There are two versions
of the masthead logo.
The masthead logo with
the day’s date is used for
Monday through Thursday
editions of USA TODAY.
The other version of the
masthead logo features
“WEEKEND” and is only
used for the Friday edition.

APPLICATION
The masthead logo
should never be used in
place of the USA TODAY
Master logo nor outside
of the newspaper.

DAILY EDITION
$1.00

THURSDAY

THE NATION’S NEWS

A huge win
for Oprah

Algeria

Te’o
story
a hoax

Armstrong
interview
brings the
attention
the OWN
network
needs
2D

01.17.13

AP

Girlfriend
didn’t
die, she
didn’t
even
exist 1C

Notre Dame linebacker Manti Te’o.

GEORGE BURNS, OWN, VIA AP

AMERICANS
AMONG
HOSTAGES
LINE DRAWN ON GUNS IN ALGERIA
OBAMA’S PLAN
Guide to his gun
proposal, point
by point, 6A

NEWSLINE

GUN STOCKS SOAR
Weapon companies
ﬁnd support on
Wall Street, 1B

THAT NRA AD
White House calls
ad using Obama’s
kids ‘cowardly,’ 7A

COVER STORY

01.17.13

Terrorists have
ties to al-Qaeda
VICTOR JIMENEZ, AFP/GETTY IMAGES

Charles McPhedran
and Oren Dorell

LONDON COPTER
CRASH KILLS 2

USA TODAY

Several Americans were among
hostages taken by a Muslim terrorist
group that attacked an Algerian gas
facility Wednesday, killing one British and one French worker.
A spokesman for the group, Qatiba, which translates as Those Who
Sign With Their Blood, told a Mauritanian website the attack was in retaliation for Algeria allowing French
aircraft to use its airspace in its military intervention in nearby Mali.
The group demanded the release
of 100 Islamists it said were being
held in Algerian prisons.
State Department spokeswoman
Victoria Nuland said Americans were
among hostages at the In Amenas facility run by Norwegian oil ﬁrm Statoil, BP and the Algeria state energy
agency. Qatiba said it was holding
seven U.S. citizens among 41 hostages. The claim could not be independently veriﬁed.
Japan, France and Britain all said
citizens of their countries were being
held. Algerian soldiers had ringed the
site. Interior Minister Daho Ould Kabila said perhaps 20 people had been
kidnapped and that Algeria would
not negotiate with the terrorists.
In Rome, Defense Secretary Leon
Panetta said the U.S. would “take all
necessary and proper steps” to deal
with the attack.
The attackers ambushed a bus car-

A helicopter crashes in London
after hitting a crane Wednesday.
The pilot and one person on the
ground were killed, 13 others
were hurt. The pilot had requested to divert because of bad
weather, London Heliport said.

FAA grounds
Dreamliners
after problems

Orders U.S. airlines to stop
flying Boeing 787s because
of battery problem. 1A, 1B

Flu vaccine may
be tough to find

Increased demand causes
spot shortages in some
parts of country. 3A

Some car dealers
want waiver
from recall bill

Dealers, small rental companies want to be able to
sell, rent cars that have
been recalled before
they’re fixed. 1B

Few top inaugural donors give
to Obama again

So far, only a dozen of 463
people who gave at least
$50,000 four years ago
contribute to swearing-in
a second time. 2A

GEORGE FREY, BLOOMBERG

Gun enthusiasts attend a gun show Jan. 5 in Sandy,
Utah. Gun rights advocates have been critical of
several measures announced by the president.

SUSAN WALSH, AP

President Obama hugs Grant Fritz, 8, at a news
conference on proposals to reduce gun violence.
Grant had written the president on the subject.

Obama’s broad push includes assault-weapons
ban, new checks; opponents say the ﬁght is on
David Jackson
and Aamer Madhani
USA TODAY

WASHINGTON In a sweeping secondterm gamble that puts the White
House at the center of the nation’s
divisive gun debate, President Obama laid out a gun-safety agenda that
calls on America — and Congress —
to get behind a dramatic plan that he
believes can help stem gun violence.
The president on Wednesday challenged lawmakers, many of whom
are tepid at best to the idea of major
gun reform, to pass the deepest overhaul of ﬁrearms regulations since the
Lyndon Johnson administration.
Meanwhile, Obama vowed to spend
considerable political capital on an
explosive policy issue that he’s largely avoided much of his ﬁrst term.
At the heart of his agenda are calls
to close background-check loopholes,
make schools safer, increase access to
mental health services and, most

in America
controversial, ban the sale of assault
weapons and high-capacity ammunition magazines. All are measures that
will require congressional action, and
all face a level of opposition from
some lawmakers — on both sides of
the political aisle — and gun rights
groups.
The president arrived at this moment in the wake of several mass
shootings in recent years, from a political event in Tucson to a movie
theater in Aurora, Colo., to the
numbing tragedy at an elementary
school in Newtown, Conn. It was this
last unthinkable act — a gunman
mowing down 20 children and six
educators — that provided the urgency culminating in Wednesday’s

WEEKEND EDITION
NEWS PHOTOS
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announcement.
Yet, Obama faces a difficult climb
to make his vision on gun control
reality.
Even some of the 23 executive actions he proposed will face scrutiny
from gun rights groups and their advocates in Congress who have already suggested they will use their
considerable sway to block funding.
All went into motion with his signature on Wednesday, but some face an
unclear timeline on implementation.
Despite the considerable opposition and the daunting political path
ahead of him, Obama vowed to make
gun control a centerpiece issue as he
begins his second term.
“I will put everything I’ve got into
this, and so will Joe,” Obama said, referring to Vice President Biden, who
stood beside him at the White House
event.
Gun rights advocates lambasted
the plan as overreach, while gun-con-
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THE NATION’S NEWS

rying employees from the gas plant
to a nearby airport but were driven
off, according to the Algerian government, which said three vehicles of
heavily armed men were involved.
“After their failed attempt, the terrorist group headed to the complex’s
living quarters and took a number of
workers with foreign nationalities
hostage,” said the statement. Hundreds of Algerians who work at the
plant had gradually been released.
Algeria has had a cooperative relationship with the West since conquering an Islamist insurgency in the
1990s. The attack shows al-Qaedalinked terrorists in North Africa have
gained strength, analysts say.
Aaron Zelin of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy said the
al-Qaeda group created by Osama
bin Laden is “probably the weakest
it’s ever been,” but the jihadist movement has strengthened in North Africa. Al-Qaeda in the Maghreb and
other jihadists
in North
Africa and
Awards
racking
the Sahara
looted hide
weapons
up,acquired
she can’t
from Libya after the 2011 collapse of
any
longer
1D
Moammar
Gadhaﬁ’s
dictatorship.
“We rejoice in the success of this
JESSICA CHASTAIN. PHOTO BY COLUMBIA PICTURES
blessed
kouzwa (intervention) in response to the ﬂagrant interference of
the French crusaders’ forces at Mali,”
the group said.

Why so many
hate Patriots, 1C

Bart Jansen
@ganjansen
USA TODAY

The Federal Aviation Administration has ordered U.S. airlines to stop
ﬂying Boeing 787 Dreamliners until
©COPYRIGHT 2013 USA TODAY, a division of Gannett Co., Inc.
the plane’s batteries are proved safe
from catching on ﬁre.
USA SNAPSHOTS©
The emergency order, issued late
Wednesday, affects United Airlines.
It’s
the only U.S. carrier currently ﬂyLeading nations for
ing Dreamliners. It has six of them.
U.S. adoptions in 2011 United immediately began shifting
passengers booked on 787s to other
aircraft in its ﬂeet, spokeswoman
2,587
Christen David said.
49ers QB Colin Kaepernick
AP
The order is a major blow for Boeing and its sophisticated new jetliner,
which is made largely from light1,732
weight carbon composite material
but requires more electricity to power systems than do other aircraft.
962
The order came hours after a
736
smoldering battery forced the emergency landing in Japan of an All Nippon Airways (ANA) plane.
ANA and Japan Airlines, that naChina Ethiopia Russia South
tion’s two biggest carriers, grounded
Korea
their
ﬂeetSTORY
of Dreamliners until they
COVER
NEWSLINE
Note Oct. 1, 2010-Sept. 30, 2011,
have undergone safety checks. Their
latest available
combined 24 planes comprise nearly
Source U.S. State Department
half the 50 delivered to airlines

Patriots QB
Tom Brady

YUZURU YOSHIKAWA, BLOOMBERG NEWS

An All Nippon Airways 787 Dreamliner sits on the tarmac Wednesday
after making an emergency landing at Takamatsu Airport in Japan.

Fliers losing faith
in Dreamliner, 1B

necessary step in the coming days” to
assure travelers of its safety and to
return it to service.
The Dreamliner’s power system
goes to the heart of the plane’s design. It’s the only Boeing plane that
around the globe.
uses the lithium batteries.
Wednesday’s incident was the secInvestigators from the U.S. Nationond involving the aircraft’s lithium al Transportation Safety Board and
ion batteries in less than two weeks. their counterparts in Japan are
On Jan. 7, a ﬁre traced to the battery studying both incidents to ﬁgure out
on an empty Japan Airlines 787 what went wrong. They haven’t said
GETTY IMAGES
how long that will take.
broke out at Boston’s Logan airport.
“These conditions, if not correctBoeing CEO Jim McNerney apologized for the incidents to the airlines ed, could result in damage to critical
systems and structures, and the poand to passengers in a statement.
“We are conﬁdent the 787 is safe,” tential for ﬁre in the electrical comhe said, while pledging to take “every partment,” the FAA said in its order.

Chasing
Chastain

THE ‘SUPER’ EDGE
Passengers unnerved by issues

Who has it going into Sunday’s championships, 1, 3-5C

Algerian hostage
crisis comes
STATE-BY-STATE 4A
to a bloody end
ANNE R. CAREY AND PAUL TRAP, USA TODAY

MARKETPLACE TODAY 6D PUZZLES 6D

USA MARKETS 3B

This bull market
gets no respect

S&P 500 is up 119% since the
bull market began, so why
is it so distrusted? 1B

GUIDE TO THE
INAUGURATION
Not as much fuss
the second time

From security, to anxiety to
TV coverage, less is the
operative word. 6A

2004 PHOTO BY JOEL SAGET, AFP/GETTY IMAGES

Armstrong found to have peddled in lies.

2010 PHOTO BY ERIC GAY, AP

Tiger Woods’ handicap: philandering.

CAN YOU
FORGIVE?
AMERICA’S ABOUT 2ND CHANCES.
WILL LANCE GET HIS?

What
will
Michelle
wear?

A look at
some dress
AP
ideas for
the fashionforward first lady. 2D

Michelle’s new ’do.

Hotels stockpile
for sick guests

2007 POOL PHOTO BY HARAZ N. GHANBARI

Michael Vick, embroiled in dog ﬁghting.

J. SCOTT APPLEWHITE, AP

Arnold Schwarzenegger cheated on wife.

As flu sweeps the nation,
many hotels stock up on
chicken soup, sanitizer
and cold medicine. 1B

NHL
season
opens

Games start
Saturday, but
with lockout,
season will
be shorter and more
unpredictable. 7C
AP
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Inaugural addresses:
Long and short of it

2003 PHOTO BY CHRIS HONDROS, GETTY IMAGES

Fraud tarnished Martha Stewart’s image.

2009 PHOTO BY STUART RAMSON, AP

Bernard Madoff ruined career, clients.

Rick Hampson
@RickHampson
USA TODAY

G

ore Vidal called us “the
United States of Amnesia.” And now Lance
Armstrong’s televised
cheating confession
raises the question of whether, when
it comes to fallen heroes, there’s anything Americans won’t forgive
and forget.
From Bill Clinton (again
toast of the Democratic Party)
to Charlie Sheen (again a sitcom TV star) to Michael Vick
(again an NFL quarterback),
the bar for public redemption
seems to have gotten lower
and lower. Notre Dame star
linebacker Manti Te’o — emMATT CASHORE, USA TODAY SPORTS
broiled in his own personal
Notre Dame linebacker
drama over a ﬁctitious girlManti Te’o ﬁnds himself
entangled in controversy.
friend — could be next up in
the groveling line.
“America,” says Frank Farley, forWas Te’o mer president of the American Psyscammer chological Association and a student
hero worship, “is the land of secor victim? of
ond chances.” All you have to do is
What the Notre
ask — especially if you can throw a
Dame player
ball, sing a song, make a speech,
may — or may
coach a team or hold the camera.
not have —
Armstrong, though, tests even
known, 1C
Americans’ capacity for forgiveness;
in addition to doping, for years the

Inexperience
spans aisles of
113th Congress

WEATHER 10A WHAT TO WATCH 7D

Algerian forces complete
operation; confusion
over how many survivors,
who was killed. 7A

“He has
a Mount
Everest
to climb.
He’s
become
one of
the most
notorious
liars in
American
sports
history.”

Contributing: Louise Osborne

YOUR SAY 9A

Junior lawmakers
among greenest
in U.S. history

Security subcommittee.
They were sworn in just two weeks
ago.
The dominance of inexperienced
lawmakers has proven a challenge for
House GOP leaders, led by House
Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, who
must not only build support for their
legislative agenda, but also teach law@DaviSusan
makers the legislative process itself.
USA TODAY
The Senate has seen a 43% turnover rate since 2008. Since then, 23
WASHINGTON Unproductive and unsenators have retired, six resigned,
popular are two words most often eight lost general elections, three lost
used to describe the previous Con- primary elections and three died.
gress, but a new description can be
“It’s not just ‘brain drain.’ It’s a loss
used for the new session: of institutional knowledge and expeinexperienced.
rience and how the Senate
A conﬂuence of factors —
works and how to get
from a trio of wave electhings done,” said Jennifer
tions, redistricting, divisive GREEN 113TH
Duffy, a Cook election anaprimaries to even death — CONGRESS
lyst. “You’ve also lost a real
kick off a 113th Congress
crop of dealmakers.”
Almost two in
populated by junior law- ﬁve
Despite the lost experiHouse
makers in both chambers members have
ence, change has its benethat challenges the conven- served three
ﬁts, said Donald Ritchie,
tional wisdom that Wash- years or less.
the Senate’s historian.
ington
politics
is
“There’s strength in institudominated by entrenched
tions in having people with
Number with
incumbents.
institutional
knowledge,
three years or
Nearly two in ﬁve law- less experience
but it wouldn’t be good if
makers in the House of
everyone was that way. It’s
Representatives, 39%, have Democratic
good to have new blood,” he
served for less than three
said.
61 31%
years, according to data Republican
The Senate lost a comcompiled by the non-partibined 106 years of seniority
107 46% recently with the death of
san Cook Political Report.
It’s the least experienced Source U.S. House
Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-HaHouse since at least 1995, of Representatives
waii, the nomination of
when an election wave JANET LOEHRKE, USA TODAY
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.,
swept the Republicans into
to secretary of State, and
power.
the recent retirement anThe experience gap is
nouncement of Sen. Jay
more acutely felt within the GOP, Rockefeller, D-W.Va.
which controls the House, where
In recent years, the Senate has also
46% of the 233 Republicans have lost some of its “lions,” with the
served for less than three years. deaths of Sens. Ted Kennedy of MasAmong the 200 House Democrats, 61 sachusetts and Robert Byrd of West
lawmakers, or 31%, have three or Virginia, veteran lawmakers who
fewer years on their résumé. There played critical roles in shaping how
are two vacancies.
the chamber operates today.
That means junior lawmakers now
Ritchie said the chamber is experihold positions it once took years to encing a generational shift similar to
reach. For example, two freshman the late 1970s and early 1980s during
Republicans, Reps. David Joyce of the Watergate and Reagan eras,
Ohio and David Valadao of Califor- which also saw great turnover in
nia, were given seats on the Appro- Congress. “A lot of this is cyclical; you
priations
Committee,
which have another generation coming in,”
determines federal spending. Anoth- Ritchie said, “There are very few sener freshman, Rep. Richard Hudson, ators left from that time period
R-N.C., already chairs a Homeland anymore.”
Susan Davis

What’s more?

John Cirillo,
PR consultant

‘One
big lie’

Cyclist Lance
Armstrong
admits to
doping in all 7
Tour de France

The nation’s
largest
network.
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Here are some examples of how not to use
the USA TODAY Master Logo.

3.7

THE LOGO
LOGO DO NOTS

Never attempt to redraw or retype any elements of
the USA TODAY Master Logo: proper logo assets are
available for every situation. These examples are not
necessarily applied to master behaviors (Section 10).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

USA TODAY CORPORATE
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1. No logo on cyan image
2. No improper scaling
3. No color mixing

7.

4. No shine on logo
5. No gradients
6. No outlining logo

3.7

THE LOGO
LOGO DO NOTS

7. No drop shadows
8. No additional words
9. No off-palette colors

10. No changing the
typeface
11. No logo on pattern
12. No overlapping
elements

8.

WORDS - NAMES - Etc.
No Additional Text Here

9.

10.

USA
TODAY

11.

12.
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4.0
2.2

THE CO-BRANDS
LOGO
MASTER ENDORSEMENT

Below our USA TODAY Master
brand, our 6 verticals—News,
Money, Sports, Life, Travel and
Tech—are known as Co-brands.
Co-brand logos can be
used on their own to represent
the brand in any context that
is specific to that vertical. They
are differentiated by color
and by a Co-brand label added
to the USA TODAY Logotype.
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4.1

THE CO-BRANDS
CO-BRAND LOGOS

Co-brand logos

There are Co-brand logos for six of
the communications divisions within
USA TODAY — differentiated by color.
The logos includes a trademark and
usually appear on a white background.

Large Format Usage
For extremely large
formats such as billboards,
the TM is removed.
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There will be many instances in which
you should use the alternate forms
of the Master Logo to ensure legibility
and consistency.

4.2

THE CO-BRANDS
CO-BRAND LOGOS
ALTERNATE USAGE

When you need a Master Logo smaller than
15mm high, use one of the Small Usage
Logos shown. Small Usage Master Logos
never include the TM.

Small Usage
Co-brand Logos

Tertiary Logo
Co-brand Logos
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4.2

THE CO-BRANDS
CO-BRAND LOGOS
ALTERNATE USAGE

Co-brand logos

Grayscale Co-brand Logos
The grayscale value is the
same for all USA TODAY
logos.
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5.0
2.2

COLOR
THE LOGO
MASTER ENDORSEMENT

Color is a fundamental part
of the USA TODAY brand. It not
only distinguishes us from
other media brands, but it helps
our readers navigate content.
Our palette is optimistic,
bright and contemporarily
modern, and reflects the
dynamism and energy of
our brand.

5.1

USA TODAY CORPORATE
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The palette helps USA TODAY readers easily
recognize and select the information
that interests them most. Each USA TODAY
Co-brand has a “Core” color so it can be
differentiated, but also hang together with
the other colors as a family.

NEWS (A1)
CORE

PMS
299C / 2925U

The following color chart include PMS
(Core colors only), CMYK, RGB, and
Hex values.

MONEY
CORE

SPORTS
CORE

PMS
485C / 485U

100
6
0
0

C
M
Y
K

90
0
100
0

C
M
Y
K

0
100
100
0

R
G
B

0
155
255

R
G
B

0
165
60

R
G
B

235
30
0

PMS
526C / 2603U

HEX#
00A53C

TRAVEL
CORE

PMS
319C /319U

HEX#
EB1E00

TECH
CORE

PMS
144C / 144U

C
M
Y
K		

50
100
0
0

C
M
Y
K		

65
0
10
0

C
M
Y
K		

0
45
90
0

R
G
B

150
0
180

R
G
B

0
195
195

R
G
B

250
95
0

HEX#
9600B4

WEATHER
CORE

PMS
355C / 355U

C
M
Y
K

HEX#
009BFF

LIFE
CORE

COLOR
THE CORE palette

PMS
1225C / 115U
C
M
Y
K		

0
15
100
0

R
G
B

255
192
0

HEX#
FFCC00

HEX#
00C3C3

GRAYSCALE
50% Black

C
M
Y
K

0
0
0
50

R
G
B

163
163
163

HEX# 939598

HEX#
FA5F00
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6.0
2.2

TYPOGRAPHY
THE LOGO
MASTER ENDORSEMENT

Futura Today is our new family
of fonts. It is a contemporary,
more legible and flexible update
of our heritage font, Futura.
We developed our bespoke
typeface in four weights,
to use across our corporate
communications and in
selected products.

USA TODAY CORPORATE
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USA TODAY has used Futura in its logotype,
folios and newspaper navigation from
the beginning, but the typeface has a few
noteworthy issues. High ascenders and
low descenders make Futura difficult to
use for copy. Certain letters have legibility
problems. And Futura is a typeface that
only works well in caps and/or single words.

6.1

TYPOGRAPHY
FUTURA TODAY

We’ve kept the strong characteristics of
Futura, and re-drawn the weaker ones that
got in the way of legibility by shortening
ascenders and descenders and improving
the punctuation. In short, the new letter
forms are more space efficient, more
human, more legible and more USA TODAY.

cC
We kept the characteristic
one-story a, and the sharp
terminals of the C and c.
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6.2

TYPOGRAPHY
THE FUTURA TODAY FAMILY

The Futura Today typeface consists of these
five variations: Bold, Demi-Bold, Normal,
Light and Condensed Bold.

Futura Today
Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.;’@#$%&*()-–“”
Futura Today
Demi-Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.;’@#$%&*()-–“”
Futura Today
Normal

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.;’@#$%&*()-–“”
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6.2

Please note that Condensed Bold is
only to be used within the USA TODAY
newspaper. And even then, it is not
to be used frequently. Its usage is
only allowed in rare instances when
space is limited for headline legibility.

Futura Today
Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.;’@#$%&*()-–“”
Futura Today
Condensed Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.;’@#$%&*()-–“”

TYPOGRAPHY
THE FUTURA TODAY FAMILY

6.3
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For screen-based applications, a
hand-hinted web family has been
created for Futura Today. Hand hinting
means that an expert Typographer
studied each character at different point
sizes, making painstaking adjustments until
they were satisfied with the formal integrity
and legibility of the font on screen.

Whenever possible, please use Futura
Today Screen for any screen-based
materials. If it is not available, please use
the system font Arial for screen-based
communications. Certain other applications
may also require the use of this system font
when the preferred fonts are not readily
available.

HEADLINE IN
FUTURA TODAY
SCREEN
Arial
Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.;’@#$%&*()-–“”
Arial
Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.;’@#$%&*()-–“”
Arial
Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.;’@#$%&*()-–“”

TYPOGRAPHY
SCREEN FONTS
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7.0
2.2

MASTER
THE LOGO
BEHAVIORS
MASTER ENDORSEMENT

Our brand identity was created
to be as dynamic as the news.
Our logo is a platform to bring
our editorial spirit front and
center in the brand.
When we place illustration,
photography or graphics into
the logos, we call it a “Brand
Behavior.” These Behaviors make
visual storytelling a key part of
our brand identity.

USA TODAY CORPORATE
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These techniques are used individually or
in compelling combinations. It is important
not to overuse any specific style, especially
within the same edition or communication.

7.1

MASTER BEHAVIORS
EXECUTION

Not every section / communication will
need a behavior. It is important to achieve
a balance and sometimes the boldest
statement is not to use a behavior.

Photographic
Behavior

Vector
Behavior

Hand Drawn
Behavior

Typographic
Behavior
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8.0
2.2

TONE
THE LOGO
OF VOICE
MASTER ENDORSEMENT

We tell the story of USA TODAY
in these seven simple words:
“USA Now.
The Pulse of the Nation.”
Our dynamic content enables
and reflects the shared
American experience, spirit and
conversation. Keeping the story
of USA TODAY in mind, it is
important to speak about our
brand in a clear, concise and
straightforward manner.
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8.1

TONE OF VOICE
BRAND LANGUAGE

What is brand language?
Every single one of these pieces of communication can affect the way people
perceive our company and our brand.
At USA TODAY, we don’t just write news articles.
We also write:
• Emails

• Letters

• Reports

• Presentations

• Social posts

• Speeches

• Infographics

• Etc.

Know your audience
Every day, 1 in 7 Americans engages with USA TODAY.
The USA TODAY audience is comprised of everyday Americans and
business travelers who are:
• Busy, on-the-go and connected

• Driven, social and independent

• Responsible, smart and practical

• Self-reliant, hardworking and resourceful

• Annoyed by biased and noisy
• Quick to see between the lines and
argumentation in news		 spot the agenda behind “news”
• Visual learners who like their news
“straight up” and are highly suspicious
of fluff

USA TODAY readers are mission-oriented productive people who are trying to
advance their lives every day in a time of change and difficulty.
What is the relationship between the audience and USA TODAY?
We are a trusted go-to source that fuels the American conversation by giving
people the news and information they need to meet the day’s opportunities.
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8.2

TONE OF VOICE
GENERAL GUIDANCE

USA TODAY
Communications Guidelines
We always try to communicate in a way that’s immediate, energetic and relevant to
our audience.

Be clear, factual and get to the point
– Avoid flowery language and insider jargon
– A statement is always more powerful when backed by facts
• Bullet points often make things easier for the reader
1. Numbering can create order
		
SECTION HEADINGS work to simplify things too

The power to define our brand is in your hands. Use it wisely.
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8.2

TONE OF VOICE
GENERAL GUIDANCE

USA TODAY
Copy Guidelines
USA TODAY
The newspaper’s name is always all uppercase. It should never be set in a different
typeface from the body of the type in which it appears; that is, in the news columns
it should appear in Roman type; in italic copy blocks it should appear in italics.
USATODAY.com, usatoday.com
The name of the website is USATODAY.com.
The Internet address is usatoday.com.
Do not capitalize the first letter of usatoday.com if it begins a sentence.

Examples:
* The story was first reported by USATODAY.com.
* Go to usatoday.com for a complete list.

Sections
When mentioning USA TODAY sections in copy, use USA TODAY in all caps and the section name
in initial caps.

Examples:
* USA TODAY Life, USA TODAY Money

Also:
• Never break our brand names (USA TODAY, USA WEEKEND) across two lines.
• Never use “USAT.”
• Refer to USA TODAY as the ‘newspaper’ but never the ‘paper.’
• USA TODAY ad opportunities and editorial features should be in title case and bolded.
(TV on the Web)
• Headers and subheads should appear in sentence case (unless indicated by a template)
• The names of the newspaper sections (News, Money, Sports and Life) are written with
initial caps and always appear in this order: News, Money, Sports and Life.
(Lowercase the “s” in section; ie: Money section.)
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8.2

TONE OF VOICE
GENERAL GUIDANCE

USA TODAY
Brand Keywords
The following are keywords to keep in mind when talking about the brand.
(They are NOT words to use explicitly in communications.)
We see ourselves as:		
We do not see ourselves as:

accessible		elitist
accurate 		
vague
bold		timid
colorful		grey
concise		abridged
convenient		distant
dynamic		stagnant
entertaining, fun		
frivolous
impactful		passive
relevant		
not for me
smart		pretentious
to-the-point		long-winded
unbiased		narrow-minded
useful		cumbersome
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9.0
2.2

APPENDIX
THE LOGO
MASTER ENDORSEMENT

As future decisions are made
about brand usage, these
guidelines will evolve and
periodical updates will be made.
Please be sure to access the
latest version of this document.
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Our Integrated Brand Marketing team
and Design team are available to discuss
branding issues and to review your
communications.

9.1

APPENDIX
BRAND TEAM CONTACTS

We can add the most value if feedback
is sought during the development phase,
when there is still time to incorporate
changes. This is especially true if you are
working with an outside vendor.

Questions, concerns, thoughts
or need more information?
Contact the Marketing team at:
brand@usatoday.com

